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About

You can share this PDF with anyone you feel could benefit from it, downloaded the latest version 
from: ipython

It is an unofficial and free ipython ebook created for educational purposes. All the content is 
extracted from Stack Overflow Documentation, which is written by many hardworking individuals at 
Stack Overflow. It is neither affiliated with Stack Overflow nor official ipython.

The content is released under Creative Commons BY-SA, and the list of contributors to each 
chapter are provided in the credits section at the end of this book. Images may be copyright of 
their respective owners unless otherwise specified. All trademarks and registered trademarks are 
the property of their respective company owners.

Use the content presented in this book at your own risk; it is not guaranteed to be correct nor 
accurate, please send your feedback and corrections to info@zzzprojects.com
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Chapter 1: Getting started with ipython

Remarks

IPython is a Read-Evaluate-Print Loop shell for interactive Python development. It supports 
interactive visualizations using GUI toolkits, and provides a kernel for Jupyter. It can also be 
embedded into other projects.

There are other similar REPL shells for Python, for example, ptpython and bpython.

Versions

Version Release Date

5.0.0 2016-07-07

4.2.0 2016-04-20

4.1.0 2016-02-02

4.0.0 2015-08-12

3.2.0 2015-06-21

3.1.0 2015-04-03

3.0.0 2015-02-27

2.4.0 2015-01-30

2.3.0 2014-10-01

2.2.0 2014-08-06

2.1.0 2014-05-21

2.0.0 2014-04-02

0.13 2012-06-30

0.12 2011-12-19

0.11 2011-07-31

0.10 2010-09-01

0.9 2008-09-13
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Examples

Installation and Usage

Like the built-in python interactive shell, IPython is a REPL (Read-Evaluate-Print Loop) shell, with a 
variety of features that make it more pleasant to use for day-to-day Python development than the 
built-in REPL shell.

Installation

To install it:

pip install ipython

Or, via Anaconda:

# To install into the active environment: 
$ conda install ipython 
 
# Or, to create a new environment with IPython installed: 
$ conda create -n <env_name> ipython

Or, via Enthought Canopy:

$ enpkg ipython

Usage

After installation, run it using your default Python (2 or 3) using:

ipython

Or to use Python 3:

ipython3
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Getting Help

?

This gives you an introduction and overview of IPython's features.
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object? 

This lists all methods and fields of the object and its documentation (if it exists).

object??

Same as above, provides even more detail about the object, in particular will try to find and display 
the source code for the object.

object.<TAB Key>

TAB-completion that lists and iterates through available fields/methods of an object. Due to the 
dynamic nature of Python not all methods can be discovered this way. Also private methods 
(starting with _) will be hidden by default, insert a _ and press TAB again to display them.

%quickref

This displays a quick-reference for the IPython shell.

IPython vs Jupyter

IPython has two parts to it: A command line interface that replaces the default python REPL and a 
way to run Python through the web browser as a graphical user interface.

With the latest developments the browser part has been split into the Jupyter project that enables 
multiple programming languages to use the graphical interface. It is still possible to use IPython as 
a Python kernel for this.

Up to date setup instructions for Jupyter can be found in the official install docs.

ipython, or jupyter console, when invoked from the command line without any other parameters 
will enter an interactive terminal session as below: 
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jupyter qtconsole, or ipython qtconsole before version 5, will start a multi-tabbed QT based 
console:
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jupyter notebook, or ipython notebook before version 5, will start a server and by default open up a 
web page, at http://localhost:8888/tree, with the "Home" view of the current directory. This allows 
you to open existing notebooks or new kernels in several languages, depending on which you 
have installed; each will be opened in a new browser tab.

Notebooks allow you to mix markdown, including MathJax, code from the kernel of your choice, 
plots and graphs, images and even videos. 
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Pasting into IPython

%paste
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This is the primary Magic Method for pasting. It directly pastes text from the system clipboard, 
intelligently handling common issues with newlines and indentation.

%cpaste
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If you are using IPython via SSH, use %cpaste instead, as it does not need to access the remote 
system clipboard.

Since IPython 5.0.0, the improved prompt toolkit should directly handle pasting multi-line code 
without the need for %paste or %cpaste.

Store variables on IPython

%storemagic stores variables and macros on IPython's database. To automatically restore stored 
variables at startup add this to ipython_config.py:

c.StoreMagic.autorestore = True

Example:

In [1]: l = ['hello',10,'world'] 
In [2]: %store l 
In [3]: exit 
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(IPython session is closed and started again...) 
 
ville@badger:~$ ipython 
In [1]: l 
Out[1]: ['hello', 10, 'world']

Note:

It should be noted that if you change the value of a variable, you need to %store it again if you 
want to persist the new value.

Note also that the variables will need to be pickleable; most basic python types can be safely 
%store’d.

Read Getting started with ipython online: https://riptutorial.com/ipython/topic/3400/getting-started-
with-ipython
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Chapter 2: IPython shortcuts, tips and tricks

Remarks

IPython (and the Jupyter Notebook) defines a special meaning for the underscore. It always 
contains the the most recent output. This comes in useful when processing data in multiple steps. 
This is demonstrated in the example above. To clean up the text, it is run through a few regular 
expressions and then normalized before being split. Outside of IPython, each result would have to 
be stored in a new variable or the steps nested. In IPython, often we are exploring and keeping 
track of variables or reproducing a long series of nested calls is tedious. So this is where the 
underscore appears.

There is one gotcha. If you assign a value to the underscore in the global scope, it causes 
unexpected behavior. For example:

address = ('http://example.com', 80) 
(_, port) = address

Here I am only interested in the second element in the tuple, the port number. So I follow 
convention and assign the first element to the underscore to indicate it is a throwaway. However, 
now the value of the underscore is http://example.com. And if I were to run more code:

1+4

The expected value of the underscore would be 5. However, it is not. The value is still the domain 
from the tuple. When you assign to the underscore in the global scope, it not only clobbers the 
value, but it also stops storing the most recent output. This is not the case if you assign to the 
underscore inside a function or loop.

Examples

The special use of the underscore in IPython

from urllib.request import urlopen 
from collections import Counter 
import re 
 
conn = urlopen('http://textfiles.com/100/dodontae.hum') 
lines = conn.readlines() 
conn.close() 
 
# readlines() returns byte strings 
data = ''.join([line.decode('utf-8') for line in lines]) 
 
# replace non-letters with a space 
re.sub('[^A-Za-z]', ' ', data) 
 
# condense successive whitespace into a single space 
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# the underscore retrieves the most recent output 
re.sub('\s+', ' ', _) 
 
# normalize the text by lowercasing and removing leading and trailing whitespace 
_.lower().strip() 
 
# split into words on space 
words = _.split(' ') 
 
from collections import Counter 
word_count = Counter() 
 
for word in words: 
    word_count[word[0]] += 1 
 
word_count.most_common()

Read IPython shortcuts, tips and tricks online: https://riptutorial.com/ipython/topic/10536/ipython-
shortcuts--tips-and-tricks
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Chapter 3: Magics

Introduction

IPython extends Python with a set of commands called magics. These are special functions whose 
names start with a % that are recognized by the IPython shell. Magics whose name begins with just 
one % take as argument the rest of the line and are called line magics. Magics that begin with a 
double percent sign %% take a multi-line argument and are called cell magics.

Examples

The %timeit and `%time` magics

The %timeit magic runs the given code many times, then returns the speed of the fastest result.

In [1]: %timeit sum(range(100000)) 
100 loops, best of 3: 2.91 ms per loop

The %%timeit cell magic can be used to time blocks of code.

In [2]: %%timeit 
   ...: a = 0 
   ...: for i in range(100000): 
   ...:     a += i 
   ...: 
100 loops, best of 3: 9.67 ms per loop

The %time magic times a single run of a function, similar to the Unix time command. Unlike %timeit, 
%time also shows the result.

In [3]: %time sum(range(100000)) 
CPU times: user 2.68 ms, sys: 3 µs, total: 2.68 ms 
Wall time: 2.69 ms 
Out[3]: 4999950000

Built-in line and cell magics

Magics whose name begins with just one % take as argument the rest of the line and are called line 
magics. Magics that begin with a double percent sign %% take a multi-line argument and are called 
cell magics.

A commonly used magic is %timeit, a wrapper around the Python's timeit.timeit function, for 
measuring the execution time of a piece of code.

In [35]: ra = [random.randint(0,1000) for r in range(1000)] 
In [35]: %timeit sorted(ra) 
1000 loops, best of 3: 507 µs per loop
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An example of cell magic is %%bash (equivalent to %%script bash) for running the input as bash code

In [49]: %%bash 
    ...: i=3 
    ...: while [ $i -ge 0 ] 
    ...: do 
    ...: echo $i 
    ...: i=$(($i-1)) 
    ...: done 
    ...: 
3 
2 
1 
0

Note that the end of a cell is marked by an empty line.

To view all built-in magics use %lsmagic

In [51]: %lsmagic 
Out[51]: 
Available line magics: 
%alias  %alias_magic  %autocall  %autoindent  %automagic  %bookmark  %cd  %cls 
%colors  %config  %copy  %cpaste  %ddir  %debug  %dhist  %dirs  %doctest_mode 
%echo  %ed  %edit  %env  %gui  %hist  %history  %killbgscripts  %ldir  %load 
%load_ext  %loadpy  %logoff  %logon  %logstart  %logstate  %logstop  %ls  %lsmagic 
%macro  %magic  %matplotlib  %mkdir  %notebook  %page  %paste  %pastebin  %pdb 
%pdef  %pdoc  %pfile  %pinfo  %pinfo2  %popd  %pprint  %precision  %profile 
%prun  %psearch  %psource  %pushd  %pwd  %pycat  %pylab  %quickref  %recall 
%rehashx  %reload_ext  %ren  %rep  %rerun  %reset  %reset_selective  %rmdir  %run 
%save  %sc  %set_env  %store  %sx  %system  %tb  %time  %timeit  %unalias 
%unload_ext  %who  %who_ls  %whos  %xdel  %xmode 
 
Available cell magics: 
%%!  %%HTML  %%SVG  %%bash  %%capture  %%cmd  %%debug  %%file  %%html 
%%javascript  %%js  %%latex  %%perl  %%prun  %%pypy  %%python  %%python2  %%python3 
%%ruby  %%script  %%sh  %%svg  %%sx  %%system  %%time  %%timeit  %%writefile 
 
Automagic is ON, % prefix IS NOT needed for line magics.

Note that by default 'automagic' is on, and therefore line magics can be called without % prefix (but 
cell functions still need a %% prefix).

Read Magics online: https://riptutorial.com/ipython/topic/5258/magics
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